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Abstract—In this work, we investigate resource allocation strat-
egy for real time communication (RTC) over satellite networks
with virtual network functions. Enhanced by inter-satellite links
(ISLs), in-orbit computing and network virtualization technolo-
gies, large-scale satellite networks promise global coverage at
low-latency and high-bandwidth for RTC applications with di-
versified functions. However, realizing RTC with specific function
requirements using intermittent ISLs, requires efficient routing
methods with fast response times. We identify that such a routing
problem over time-varying graph can be formulated as an integer
linear programming problem. The branch and bound method
incurs O(|Lτ | · (3|Vτ | + |Lτ |)|L

τ |) time complexity, where |Vτ |
is the number of nodes, and |Lτ | is the number of links during
time interval τ . By adopting a k-shortest path-based algorithm,
the theoretical worst case complexity becomes O(|Vτ |! · |Vτ |3).
Although it runs fast in most cases, its solution can be sub-optimal
and may not be found, resulting in compromised acceptance ratio
in practice. To overcome this, we further design a graph-based
algorithm by exploiting the special structure of the solution space,
which can obtain the optimal solution in polynomial time with
a computational complexity of O(3|Lτ | + (2 log |Vτ | + 1)|Vτ |).
Simulations conducted on starlink constellation with thousands of
satellites corroborate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.

Index Terms—Satellite networks, virtual network function,
graph theory, integer programming, real time communication.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, commercial enterprises such as SpaceX,
Amazon and Oneweb are building up mega-constellations with
hundreds or thousands of low earth orbit (LEO) satellites to
provide global coverage at low-latency and high-bandwidth.
As reported by ITU [1], nearly 2.9 billion people (around 37%
of the world’s population) still do not have access to Internet.
More than 70% of the surface of the earth has no terrestrial
network coverage (e.g., in ocean, dessert and rain forest areas).
Satellite networks (SNs) can not only supplement current
terrestrial networks in areas short of Internet infrastructure,
but also help provide data communication services for areas
where the terrestrial networks are deployed but highly loaded.
Enhanced by inter-satellite links (ISLs) and on-board comput-
ing resources, SNs have potential to offer real time applications
for ground users with a latency in tens of milliseconds [2].

Traditional satellites are customized for particular tasks,
without cooperation and resulting in resource under utiliza-
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tion and high operation cost [3]. It is not flexible for cus-
tomized SNs to update software or develop new functions,
which brings great challenges to rapid adoption of advanced
strategies to improve network performance. To address these
challenges, virtualization technologies, including software de-
fined networking (SDN) and network function virtualization
(NFV), have been introduced into the SNs. In particular, NFV
decouples network functions from the dedicated hardwares,
thereby, network functions can be virtualized into software
components or abstracted as containers, which are referred to
as virtual functions (VFs). In this way, VFs can be flexibly
deployed on different satellites to establish customized virtual
networks for diversified requested services. Each requested
service can specify its targeted VF and quality of service (QoS)
requirements such as transmission capacity and end to end
delay. Both the academia and industry efforts have been made
on the feasibility of using NFV in the SNs. In [4], NFV is
exploited to facilitate the incorporation of new applications
in the SNs. The benefits of applying NFV into the SNs are
verified through various use cases in [5]. The implementation
of NFV in SNs is investigated in [6]. The key technologies
of NFV have already been verified by a couple of satellites
in space, such as Tianzhi 1 and Eutelsat Quantum. However,
research on routing for real time applications over SN with
VFs is absent, which is the main focus of our work.

Despite the flexibility and benefits introduced by NFV,
enabling real time communications in SNs with NFV still
faces many challenges. The multimedia-based real time ap-
plications, such as video-conferencing, Internet telephony and
interactive VR/AR applications, are delay sensitive in nature.
To provision a requested real time service, the routing strategy
must have fast response time and satisfy both the QoS and net-
work function requirements under the time-varying topologies.
Therefore, the routing strategy becomes more complex than
traditional ones designed for terrestrial networks. Additionally,
there are few efforts to investigate routing in SNs with NFV.
In [7]–[9], the optimization of NFV deployment and routing
strategy in the SNs was investigated. However, their store-
wait-forward data transmission mechanism is designed for
delay tolerant tasks, which can incur unacceptable latency in
the order of minutes or even hours (especially in large scale
SNs) and is not applicable for delay sensitive services.

To fill this gap, we investigate the routing strategy for real
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time applications in the SNs with NFVs. We identify that such
a routing problem over the time-varying graph can be formu-
lated as an integer linear programming problem. The branch
and bound method for solving it incurs O(|Lτ | · (3|Vτ | +
|Lτ |)|Lτ |) time complexity, where |V|τ is the number of nodes,
and |Lτ | is the number of links in the snapshot graph within
time interval τ . By adopting a k-shortest path-based algorithm,
the worst-case time complexity becomes O(|Vτ |! · |Vτ |3), but
is fast enough in practical cases. However, its solution can
be suboptimal, which may result in compromised acceptance
ratio. To overcome this, we design an alternative algorithm by
exploiting the special structures of the solution space, which
can obtain the optimal solution in polynomial time with a low
computation complexity of O(3|Lτ | + (2 log |Vτ | + 1)|Vτ |)
and perform more stable in large scale networks. Simulations
conducted on starlink constellation with thousands of satellites
corroborate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Satellite network scenario

We consider one typical SN composed of satellites and
ground terminals (GTs), which are denoted by S =
{S1, ...,SP } and O = {O1, ...,OK}, respectively. Here P
and K are the numbers of elements in S and O, respectively.
Each satellite is equipped with computing and communication
hardwares. The computing resources are defined into different
types of VFs (such as object recognition, data mining, informa-
tion encryption and signal processing) by taking advantage of
SDN, NFV and micro-services techniques, which guarantees
that different types of services can be provisioned in the same
SN with flexibility. ISLs are supported in the SN, which are
intermittent and predictable with satellites’ movement.

Denote the set of functions supported in the SN as F =
{f1, f2, ..., fN}, where N = |F|. We assume different num-
bers and types of functions have been deployed on different
satellites in the SN. Specifically, each satellite can provide
one or multiple functions, which is different from our previous
work [9] assuming only one function is supported per satellite.
To prevent the functions of a single satellite from being called
by excessive applications, the maximum allowable call number
of a function fl ∈ F in a satellite Si ∈ V is set as wflSi , where
wflSi ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, ...}. Specifically, if wflSi > 0, satellite Si can
handle applications requiring fl function; if wflSi = 0, no more
applications with function fl can be provisioned.

Given a time horizon T , we use A = {Os,Od, fa, Ca, Da}
to denote the real time communication application requiring
function fa, where Os denotes the source GT, Od denotes the
destination GT, Ca is the required transmission bandwidth,
and Da is the maximum acceptable end to end delay from Os
to Od. In this work, we assume each application requires one
function, and the corresponding data processing is conducted
on one single satellite with no split. In other words, an end to
end feasible path p for A must contain at least one satellite
providing function fa for data flow processing, while the other
satellites within the path p only relay data without providing
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Fig. 1. An example of real time communications over satellite networks.

functions. Besides, the transmission bandwidth and end to end
delay requirements are also specified by the user applications,
however, how long the application will last is unknown.

An example. A scenario of an SN supporting three kinds
of VFs is shown in Figure 1, where three VFs are marked by
red square, blue triangle, green pentagon, respectively. There
are three real time applications, and each of them has a pair
of source and sink GT (e.g., {s1, d1}), Qos requirements and
the specified function. The allocated paths are presented, and
the selected satellites providing functions are highlighted in
yellow. For App 1 and App 3, simple paths bypassing a satel-
lite deployed with the requested VF are allocated. For App 2,
due to the scarcity of its specified VF (i.e., the blue triangle),
a non-simple path with repeated nodes is provisioned.

B. Time-varying graph model
In our system model, we divide the time horizon T = [0, T ]

into variable length time windows using the time division
method in [10]. Each time window is denoted by τ = [ts, te],
where ts and te are the start and end time of τ , and |τ | = te−ts
is its length, 0 ≤ ts < te ≤ T . We split T in such a way that in
each time window τ , the link connectivities and their attributes
(i.e., link delay and transmission capacity) remain unchanged.

We use the snapshot graphs to describe the dynamic
evolution of the topology in discrete time windows. The
snapshot in time interval τ = [ti−1, ti] is depicted as a
directed graph Gτ = (Vτ ,Lτ ), where Vτ = S ∪ O is the
node set including both the satellites and GTs, and Lτ =
{(Vi,Vj)| node Vi is in the coverage of node Vj} is the set
of communication links (i.e., opportunities) including both the
ISLs and ground satellite links (GSLs) during time interval τ .

For each satellite Si ∈ S, the maximum allowable numbers
of calls of each function are collected into a set WSi =
{wf1Si , w

f2
Si , ..., w

fN
Si }, where |WSi | = N . Each link (Vi,Vj)

is characterized by its transmission rate rτ(Vi,Vj) (unit: Mbps)
and its delay Dτ

(Vi,Vj) (unit: ms), where Dτ
(Vi,Vj) is the sum of

the propagation delay, transmission delay and queuing delay.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Basic constrains for path selection
We define the binary variable xτVi,Vj for each link

(Vi,Vj) ∈ Lτ , where xτVi,Vj = 1 means the allocated path



for the application A at time interval τ will pass through link
(Vi,Vj). Inherently, there are the following constraints.

1) Source node constraint: Obviously, for the source GT,
the path must come out from one of its adjacent links, namely,∑

Vk∈Vτ−{Vs}

xτOs,Vk = 1. (1)

∑
Vk∈Vτ−{Vs}

xτVk,Os = 0. (2)

2) Sink node constraint: Similarly, for the destination GT,
the path must enter one of its adjacent links, namely,∑

Vk∈Vτ−{Od}

xτVk,Od = 1. (3)

∑
Vk∈Vτ−{Od}

xτOd,Vk = 0. (4)

Note that the purpose of constraint (2) and (4) is to prevent
the loops of a path. However, sub-tours may still occur.

3) Relay node constraint: For any relay node, a path can
only pass through it no more than twice. That is, if the data is
forwarded by it to reach the function node, the processed data
will be transferred to the destination node through it again, or
through other relay nodes. Thus, at most two of its incoming
links can be included within the planned path, namely,∑

Vk:(Vk,Vξ)∈L

xτVk,Vξ ≤ 2,∀Vξ ∈ Vτ − {Os,Od}. (5)

And similarly, for its outgoing links, no more than two among
them can be selected, namely,∑

Vk:(Vξ,Vk)∈L

xτVξ,Vk ≤ 2,∀Vξ ∈ Vτ − {Os,Od}. (6)

4) Path integrity constraint: If a path enters one incoming
link of a forwarding node, it must also come out from one of
its outgoing links. Thus, ∀Vξ ∈ Vτ − {Os,Od},∑

Vk:(Vk,Vξ)∈Lτ
xτOk,Vξ =

∑
Vk:(Vξ,Vk)∈Lτ

xτVξ,Vk . (7)

5) Path capacity constraint: All of the transmission capac-
ities of the links in the selected path must be larger than the
application A’s required capacity Ca, namely,

M · (1−xτVi,Vj )+xτVi,Vj ·C
τ
Vi,Vj ≥ Ca,∀(Vi,Vj) ∈ L

τ , (8)

where M is a big constant commonly used in integer pro-
gramming and can be set as the maximum communication
capacity in SN. If xτVi,Vj = 1, then M · (1 − xτVi,Vj ) = 0,
indicating the capacity of the selected link (Vi,Vj) must be
greater than Ca. On the contrary, if xτVi,Vj = 0, constraint (8)
becomes M ≥ Ca which automatically holds thus cancels the
restriction on link (Vi,Vj)’s capacity.

6) Path delay constraint: The end-to-end delay of the se-
lected path cannot exceed the required delay bound Da.
Intuitively, this constraint can be written as follows.∑

(Vi,Vj)∈Lτ
xτVi,Vj ·D

τ
Vi,Vj ≤ Da. (9)

7) Virtual function constraint: The selected path must con-
tain at least one node providing the required function fa.
Formally, such constraint can be written as follows.∑

Vξ∈S
[(

∑
Vk:(Vk,Vξ)∈Lτ

xτVk,Vξ) · w
fa
Vξ ] ≥ 1. (10)

B. Constraints for eliminating sub-tours

To eliminate possible sub-tours in the path, we introduce
the integer variable yτVi,Vj for each link (Vi,Vj) to represent
its link-order in the path, which can be regarded as the hop
number of the link (Vi,Vj) at time slot τ . If the link Vi,Vj
is included in the path, yτVi,Vj = h > 0 indicates that the link
(Vi,Vj) is the h−hop of the path; otherwise, yτVi,Vj = 0.

1) Binding variables: Firstly, if xτVi,Vj = 0, then yτVi,Vj =
0. Otherwise, 1 ≤ yτVi,Vj ≤

∑
(Vi,Vj)∈Lτ x

τ
Vi,Vj , where∑

(Vi,Vj)∈Lτ x
τ
Vi,Vj is the maximum hop number of the

planned path. Such a relationship can be expressed as follows.

xτVi,Vj ≤ y
τ
Vi,Vj ≤ x

τ
Vi,Vj ·M. (11)

yτVi,Vj ≤
∑

(Vi,Vj)∈Lτ

xτVi,Vj , (12)

where M is a big constant commonly used in logical con-
straints reformulation in integer programming, and can be
set as 106. It can be checked that if xτVi,Vj = 0, then
yτVi,Vj = 0; otherwise, yτVi,Vj <= M automatically holds and
has no restriction on yτVi,Vj . Additionally, for source GT and
destination GT, there is∑

Vk∈Vτ−{Vs}

yτOs,Vk = 1. (13)

∑
Vk∈Vτ−{Od}

yτVk,Od =
∑

(Vi,Vj)∈Lτ

xτVi,Vj . (14)

2) Sub-tour elimination constraints: If the path passes
through a forwarding node only once, the order of its
outgoing link is the next hop of its incoming link, thus∑

Vk:(Vξ,Vk)∈Lτ y
τ
Vξ,Vk =

∑
Vk:(Vk,Vξ)∈Lτ y

τ
Ok,Vξ + 1. If the

path passes through a forwarding node twice, the sum of the
orders of its outgoing links is larger than the sum of the order
of its incoming links by 2, which is

∑
Vk:(Vξ,Vk)∈Lτ y

τ
Vξ,Vk =∑

Vk:(Vk,Vξ)∈Lτ y
τ
Ok,Vξ + 2. Two different cases can be com-

bined together as one equation, namely, ∀Vξ ∈ Vτ−{Os,Od},∑
Vk:(Vk,Vξ)∈Lτ

(yτOk,Vξ +xτOk,Vξ) =
∑

Vk:(Vξ,Vk)∈Lτ
yτVξ,Vk . (15)

C. Problem formulation

The objective is to minimize the end to end delay of the
path satisfying the application A’s requirements. Therefore,
the problem can be formulated as follows:

P1 : min
∑

(Vi,Vj)∈Lτ
xτVi,Vj ·D

τ
Vi,Vj

s.t. (1)− (15).

The problem P1 is an integer linear programming (ILP)
problem, as both the objective and constrains are linear



functions. Such problem can be solved by commercial integer
programming solvers, such as Gurobi [11], using the classical
branch and bound (B&B) method. However, for even moderate
scale SNs, searching for the optimal solution using the B&B is
still high, because the computational complexity of the B&B is
mainly related to the number of binary variables, the number
of total constraints and the scale of the network. In particular,
the total number of binary variables in P1 is |Lτ |, and the total
number of constraints is H = 4 + (|Vτ | − 2) · 3 + 2 + |Lτ | =
3|Vτ |+ |Lτ |. According to [12], the B&B method for solving
P1 has the worst case time complexity of O(|Lτ | · H |Lτ |),
which is exponential with the total number of links |Lτ |. Even
for a medium scale P1, the running time can be in the order
of minutes to hours, or even days for larger network sizes.
Therefore, it is necessary to exploit the special structure of P1
and obtain more efficient methods.

IV. THE PROPOSED GRAPH-BASED ALGORITHMS

Basically, solving P1 is equal to finding the minimum delay
(Os−Od) path with capacity no less than Ca and including at
least one satellite deployed with function fa. In the following,
firstly, we remove some capacity insufficient links and adopt
the k-shortest path (KSP) algorithm [13] to solve it. After
analyzing its drawbacks, an alternative algorithm is proposed
by exploiting the special structures of the solution space.

A. KSP-based VF constrained simple path algorithm

The main idea is to iteratively find the k-th shortest delay
paths from source GT Os to destination GT Od in the residual
snapshot graph removing capacity-insufficient links, and stop
until the required path is found or the k-th path violates
the required path delay bound Da. Firstly, all the links with
capacity less than Ca are removed to trim the solution space.
Then, the searching procedure starts from the shortest delay
path and each iteration a k-th shortest path pk is generated
and checked. If the new generated path pk satisfies the delay
bound requirement, it will be checked whether it contains a
satellite supporting function fa. If a feasible path is found, the
searching procedure terminates. Otherwise, it will stop until
the delay of the k-th path exceeds the required delay Da. The
detailed KSP-based algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

Obviously, the running time of Algorithm 1 depends on how
many paths within delay bound Da need be iterated before a
path containing a satellite deployed with function fa is found.
The drawbacks of Algorithm 1 are summarized as follows:
• Sub-optimality: Since the k-shortest path algorithm com-

putes simple paths with no repeating nodes, the optimal
path which have repeated satellites can not be obtained by
this algorithm. Even worse, such a drawback may cause
applications to be rejected though there is more than one
feasible non-simple path with repeated nodes.

• Instability: When the delay bound Da is small, the
algorithm will stop quickly since there are fewer paths
to be checked. However, when Da is large, it may
take a very long time for the algorithm to iterate paths.
Therefore, the running time of the algorithm is related

Algorithm 1 KSP-based VF constrained simple path algorithm
Input: Gτ = {Vτ ,Lτ}, and A = {Os,Od, fa, Ca, Da}.
Output: The virtual function constrained simple path p∗.
1: Initialize GτCa ← G

τ .
2: for each link (Vi,Vj) ∈ Lτ do
3: if Cτ(Vi,Vj) < Ca then
4: Remove link (Vi,Vj) from GτCa .
5: k = 0, p∗ = ∅, Dp0 = 0.
6: while Dpk ≤ Da do
7: k ←− k + 1
8: Find the k-th shortest path pk from Os to Od in GτCa .
9: Calculate the delay of the k-th path pk as Dpk .

10: if ∃Sξ ∈ pk, wfaSξ ≥ 1 then
11: p∗ = pk, break.
12: return p∗.

to both the value of Da and the number of function
enabled satellites, which makes the algorithm unstable
and pseudo-polynomial.

• Non Scalability: Although a single path can be found in
polynomial time, e.g., O(|Lτ | + |Vτ | log |Vτ |) by using
the Dijkstra’s algorithm, the number of infeasible paths in
a densely connected graph with thousands of nodes can
be extremely large, i.e., O(|V|!) in a complete graph of
order |Vτ |. For large scale SNs, the KSP-based method
will be very time consuming.

Complexity analysis: In fact, based on the KSP algorithm
proposed by [13], finding K number of simple paths requires
O(K|Vτ |3) operations. However, in the worst case, given a
complete graph of order |Vτ | with no function enabled satellite
and Da = +∞, the computational complexity of Algorithm
1 is O(|Vτ |! · |Vτ |3), which is prohibitively time consuming
and can not be deployed in large scale SNs.

B. The proposed VF-aware shortest path algorithm

In practice, both the ILP-based method and KSP-based
method have drawbacks, preventing these two solvers from
being applicable in large-scale SNs. To address this bottleneck,
we propose an alternative method by bidirectional path seeking
from source and destination to the functional satellites (satel-
lites can providing required functions), such that the problem
can be solved optimally by running two times of Dijkstra’s
algorithm combined with a node selection procedure.

Instead of directly searching for candidate paths, we collect
the functional satellites during the link filtering operation
(same as Algorithm 1) before calculating the path. As a result,
the path seeking problem of P1 can be decomposed into two
sub-problems: 1) Seeking the shortest path from source GT
to every functional satellites; 2) Seeking the shortest path
from every functional satellites to destination GT. Since there
can be multiple functional satellites, the complexity of path
calculation is too high. Fortunately, the Dijkstra’s algorithm
has the special property that the computation of one single-
source single-sink shortest path can obtain all the shortest



paths from the single-source to all other destinations. In other
words, the complexity of single-source single-sink shortest
path is the same as that of the single-source multi-sink shortest
path. Therefore, we view the functional satellites as multiple
sinks, and run two times of Dijkstra’s algorithm, one in the
forward direction from source GT to functional satellites, and
another in the reverse direction from the destination GT to
all functional satellites by reversing all links of the original
snapshot graph. Finally, the VF-aware shortest path can be
found by joining the partial paths, which is the optimal
solution of P1.

Algorithm 2 The VF-aware shortest path (VFSP) algorithm
Input: Gτ = {Vτ ,Lτ}, and A = {Os,Od, fa, Ca, Da}.
Output: The virtual function constrained shortest path p∗.
1: Initialize GτCa = ∅, Vτfa = ∅, p∗ = ∅, and Dp∗ = Da+1.
2: for each link (Vi,Vj) ∈ Lτ do
3: if Cτ(Vi,Vj) ≥ Ca then
4: Add link (Vi,Vj) to GτCa .
5: if wfaVi ≥ 1 then
6: Vfa ← Vfa ∪ {Vi}.
7: if wfaVj ≥ 1 then
8: Vfa ← Vfa ∪ {Vj}.
9: if Vfa = ∅ then

10: return -1. // No feasible path.
11: Reverse all links in GτCa to build a reversed graph ḠτCa .
12: Calculate shortest paths from Os to all other nodes in GτCa .
13: Calculate shortest paths from Od to all other nodes in ḠτCa .
14: for each satellite Si ∈ Vτfa do
15: if Dp(Os,Si)

+Dp(Od,Si)
≤ Dp∗ then

16: Dp∗ = Dp(Os,Si)
+Dp(Od,Si)

, p∗ = p(Os,Si)+p̄(Od,Si).
17: return p∗.

Complexity analysis: Based on the VFSP, finding all shortest
paths and functional satellites requires O(|Lτ |) operations.
And the computational complexity for Dijkstra’s algorithm for
computing one source multiple sink shortest path is O(|Lτ |+
|Vτ | log |Vτ |). Therefore, the worst case computational com-
plexity of Algorithm 2 is O(3|Lτ | + (2 log |Vτ | + 1)|Vτ |),
which is polynomial with the increase of network size.

V. EVALUATION

A. Simulation setup

We conduct the simulation based on the starlink constel-
lation, which is the largest LEO satellite system by far.
Specifically, we randomly choose 100-2300 satellites from
2694 active starlink satellites in standard object database of
systems tool kit (STK), a third-party software that updates
continuously to simulate the movement of real-world satellites.
The ground terminals are randomly distributed and located in
around Xi’an ( 34.27◦N, 108.93◦E ), Beijing (40◦N, 116◦E),
Sanya ( 18◦N, 109.5◦E) and Kashi (39.5◦N, 76◦E). The
contact plans including communication opportunities of each
pair of satellites in the studied network are obtained by using
compute access function in STK. The transmission rate of both
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Fig. 2. Running times versus different satellite numbers.

ISLs and GSLs is uniformly selected from [300, 350] Mbps as
in [14]. The link delays of both ISLs and GSLs are in the
range of [5, 15] ms as in [15].

The simulation time horizon T is from 2022-8-9 04:00:00
to 2022-8-10 04:00:00, and is split into multiple time windows
by the time division mechanism in [10]. All the three algo-
rithms are implemented using Python programming language.

B. Simulation results and analysis

1) Running time performance with increasing satellite net-
work sizes: Fix the deployed function number |F| = 3
and the percentage of function enabled satellites as 10%, we
consider 5000 random applications. Each application involves
a pair of GTs, and requires the transmission capacity and
the end to end delay randomly selected from [5, 100] Mbps,
and [20, 150] ms, respectively. Figure 2 reports the running
time of three different algorithms with the number of satellites
varying from 100 to 2300, with a step-wise increase of 100.
As the network size increases, the average running time of
all the three algorithms increases. However, both the graph-
based methods (KSP, VFSP) are significantly faster than the
ILP method. This can be explained as follows. For the ILP-
based method, as the satellite number becomes large, more
transmission edges are added into the snapshot graph, resulting
in increased number of decision variables and exponential
growing running times. Similarly, the increased transmission
opportunities also introduce more infeasible paths in the
snapshot graph for the KSP-based method to explore, thus
the number of iterations increases. Since the computation
complexity of the proposed VFSP mainly depends on the
function enabled satellite numbers in a network, its running
time increases linearly with the increase of satellite numbers.

2) Network performance with increasing function enabled
satellites: Fix the satellite number as 1000, we vary the per-
centage of function enabled satellites to investigate the impact
of the function deployment ratio on network performance. In
Figure 3, the acceptance ratio versus the percentage of function
enabled satellites is plotted from 5%−100% with an increase
step of 5%, where 5% means that 50 out of 1000 satellites are
deployed with virtual functions. For comparison, each function
enabled satellite accommodates at most one application. As
seen from Figure 3, more function enabled satellites can bring
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higher acceptance ratio for both the KSP and VFSP. It is as
expected that the acceptance ratio of the VFSP is higher than
that of the KSP, since the VFSP can explore more non-simple
paths to accommodate applications while the KSP can not.
Moreover, when the percentage of function enabled satellites
is less than 20%, the acceptance ratio grows faster since the
function resources are the main bottleneck of the network.

Figure 4 and Figure 5 plot the average delay and average
number of hops of the paths with the increase of the percentage
of function enabled satellites, respectively. The path delay of
the KSP is smaller than that of the VFSP, which is expected
since applications with no feasible simple paths are rejected
by the KSP. However, such applications can be fulfilled by the
VFSP with non-simple paths with repeated nodes thus longer
delays. The trend in Figure 5 is similar to that of Figure 4, as
smaller end to end delays correspond to fewer hop numbers.
However, the lower delay and fewer hops performance of the
KSP method is at the cost of reduced acceptance ratios, since
a large proportion of feasible applications can be rejected.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we investigate the routing strategy for real
time applications in large-scale SNs with VFs. We identify that
such a routing problem can be formulated as an integer linear
programming problem, which incurs exponential complexity
by using the branch and bound method. To solve the problem
efficiently, two alternative graph-based algorithms from differ-
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Fig. 5. Number of hops versus different satellite numbers.

ent standpoints are proposed, analyzed and compared, where
the latter one can obtain the optimal solution in polynomial
time with a low computation complexity and more stable
performance in large scale networks. Simulations conducted
on starlink constellation with thousands of satellites verify the
performance of the proposed algorithms.
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